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Editorial

I am especially pleased that Peter Childs is back with us in this issue.
His early histories of the Dorsetshire Regiment followed by those gentle Tales
of the Forge have offered scholarship, humour and humanity in equal
measure. His illuminations of a bygone community, centring upon The Old
Forge is a brilliant idea, in that they have provided an insight into a way of life
that is just over our ‘historical horizon’ as it were. Inevitably, this is nostalgiafraught territory. Peter nevertheless, sets aside the rose-tinted perspective and
tells of the realities of life that affected a well-remembered local family in
Charmouth. Thank you once again Peter.
The article on The Cistercians and Forde Abbey stemmed from a visit
to the Abbey where, in asking questions of a guide, I met quite a remarkable
gentleman with very many distinctions - the Rev. Canon A.E.H. Rutter. –
‘Canon Claude’. It is a long list. He was Curate at Bath Abbey, Rural Dean at
Sherborne, Canon Prebendary at Salisbury Cathedral and many other
appointments. Other distinctions, of which I have a better understanding, are
that he played cricket and hockey for Cambridge University; is a former
County cricketer and that he is the only clergyman to have ever played cricket
in the Gillette Cup. Yet another distinction - for us especially - is that he came
to Charmouth in April and gave a most interesting talk on the Monks at Forde
Abbey. This is also the subject of his excellent article on the Cistercian Order:
Dwell for a moment on his final paragraph on page 8. Thank you again Canon
Claude.
Anthony Hofler’s memoir of Charmouth is indeed a rather a wistful
tale - from another aspect altogether. What can one say?
Richard Stirk’s recall of his early school days evokes much of such
times for older folk, when similar standards were the norm - whether in
Charmouth or elsewhere. It is a very good read – sharp in recall, well told and
amusing - I am sure that very many villagers will identify with that day and
age and of the people concerned! Well-done Richard.
P.M.P.
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The Cistercians and Forde Abbey
As many of the readers of The Village Echo will be aware, Charmouth
owes its origin to the Cistercian monks of Forde Abbey. At the end of the 13 th
century, Abbot William with the help of his Lay Brothers founded the ‘New
Town’ of Charmouth, all recorded in the Cartulary that still exists at Forde
Abbey and was on display last year in the Oak Room. This Cartulary is a record
of all the land over nearly 400 years of its existence. It is beautifully written in
Latin and contains 573 pages, each about A4 size. Much of the Cartulary has
been translated into English and Stephen Hobbs, County Archivist of the
Wiltshire Record Office, has edited the Ford Abbey Cartulary for publication by
the Somerset Record Society.
The Cistercians grew out of the Benedictines under the guidance and
inspiration of Abbot Robert of Molesme at the end of the 11 th century in France.
He founded a monastery about 12 miles south of Dijon in forest bogland at
Citeaux, or Cistercium in Latin that gave its name to the new order. The
Cistercians essentially returned to the original Benedictine role, with its vows of
poverty, chastity and obedience, led a simple peaceful life, lived closely in touch
with God and usually built their plain unadorned abbeys in lonely isolated
places; ‘far from the concourse of man’, it was said.

The Surviving East Wall of the Abbey
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`We have a particular interest in Stephen Harding, the third Abbot of
Citeaux for he came from Dorset. Stephen entered the Benedictine Abbey of
Sherborne when a boy, undertook a pilgrimage to Rome and whilst on his
return journey, was so influenced by the new Cistercians that he stayed with
them for the rest of his life. Stephen was a good secretary and a brilliant
organiser and while he was Abbot, a new constitution was drawn up, which
stood the test of time. The Cistercians soon spread rapidly and by the end of
the 13th century, there were 750 Cistercian monasteries in Europe, about a
tenth of them in England.
The first Cistercian Abbey was at Waverley, near Farnham in Surrey,
founded in 1128. From there 12 monks (it always had to be 12 because Jesus
had 12 disciples) started a monastery at Brightly, near Okehampton in Devon
on the invitation of Richard de Brioniis, the Baron of Okehampton. However,
the land was so unproductive on the edge of Dartmoor, that the monks were
forced to abandon the site after five years and set off in 1141 to return to
Surrey. On the way, they either met by chance or called upon Adelicia, the
sister of the Baron of Okehampton, who lived at Westford Park Manor at
Thorncombe. She, wanting to fulfil her brother’s desires, offered the monks
land by a ford over the River Axe. So they accepted and stayed at the Manor,
building Forde Abbey and moving in about seven years later. It was to be
almost another hundred years before the large Abbey Church was finished and
dedicated on the 19th December 1239 by the Bishop of Exeter.
A great deal of the original quarters of the monks still exists and is
incorporated into the house as it is today. Forde Abbey retains its refectories,
Monks’ dormitory, undercroft, novitiate school, chapter house, scriptorium,
kitchen, tower, hall and the north section of the cloisters. What has gone,
sadly, is the large Abbey church that stood where the South lawn is now. This
simple building was some 250 feet long and stretched from just west of
Chard’s Tower to just east of the present chapel (chapter house). The lead roof
of the church contained a high percentage of silver, making it the first item to
be stripped and sold at the Dissolution of 1539; and the stone soon followed.
Now only the two statues in the Great Hall and the four pillars at the Mermaid
Pond survive from the original Abbey Church.
The monks’ first task was to pray and this they did both privately and in
public by attending up to nine services a day in the Abbey Church. Much of
the rest of their work centred on studying, writing and reading. Many spent
their spare time between services in the scriptorium, a large room above the
chapter house, making copies of the bible and the Cistercian rules and keeping
records. Some became learned theologians, including Abbot Baldwin who
subsequently became Bishop of Worcester and Archbishop of Canterbury and
Abbot Devonius, Confessor to King John. At least two groups of monks
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left Forde Abbey to found daughter monasteries at Bindon in 1171 and
Dunkeswell in 1201.
Cistercians came to be known as ‘White Monks’ because their robes
were made from sheep’s wool that had not been dyed, but left in its natural
creamy, off-white colour. This distinguished them from Benedictines, who wore
black habits, and Franciscans who wore brown. The Cistercians did wear a
black scapula or shoulder-apron over their white robes in honour of St Benedict.
Novices dressed all in white until they took their vows, usually after a year,
when the black scapula was given them. Cistercian monks slept in their habits
and usually had two, to allow for nighttime use and for washing. Outdoors in
cold weather, the monks wore a loose white cowl or over- tunic with big wide
sleeves.
On their feet they wore stockings and rough shoes made of cowhide, but
were allowed soft slippers to walk down to their night services. Cistercian
monks normally wore no underclothes and jokes were often made about their
‘bare-bottomed piety’. Trousers or breeches were allowed to be worn only
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when travelling. Like all monks, Cistercians were tonsured, the crown of the
head being shaved, leaving a band of hair above the ears to symbolise the
Crown of Thorns out on Jesus’ head at His trial. Monks used to shave each
other in the cloisters or the Warming Room every month, normally using
sharpened oyster shells. Records show that sacks of oyster shells were bought
regularly by Cistercian monasteries.
The aim of all Cistercian life was simplicity and this also applied to
their diet. In the 11th, 12th, and 13th centuries all Cistercians were vegetarians
and their meals consisted of coarse bread (1 lb each and made in the bake
house), herbs, (including parsley, sage, rosemary, thyme and mint) and
vegetables (such as onions, leeks, cabbage and carrots which weren’t orange
then but white or purple in colour). A wide variety of beans grown in the
gardens or on the farms provided the protein required. A limited quantity of ale
(half a litre) and wine was served with each meal.
Fish from the ponds and chicken from the farms were allowed on
special Festival days and there were a variety of egg dishes. In the 14 th century
there was a dispensation, approved by the Pope in 1335, to allow Cistercian
monks to eat meat if they wished to do so. At Forde, some of the traditionally
minded monks refused to have meat on the table, so an Upper Refectory had to
be built for meat-eaters. The vegetarian monks stayed on the ground floor and
never the twain did eat together!
Forde Abbey following the Prideaux restoration of 1649
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Many of the monks had hobbies such as woodwork, pottery, and art,
which they pursued in the Undercroft (now the tearoom). The wall painting of
the Crucifixion in the North Undercroft (home of the Eeles Pottery Exhibition)
is thought to be the earliest figure painting by Cistercians in England.
The Cistercian monks were particularly concerned for the sick and
infirm. The infirmary was well constructed and equipped, although the main
treatment, whatever the illness, was bloodletting. This was done usually by
cutting the wrists, but sometimes blood sucking-leeches were applied. The sick
and elderly were given a special diet, including meat, and all manner of herbal
remedies were available.
The Lay Brothers who formed a separate order within the Cistercian
constitution did nearly all the manual work of the Abbey and the attached farms.
Mostly uneducated, the lay brothers took vows of obedience to the Abbot, but
had their own community life. They fulfilled the roles of gardeners,
stonemasons, carters, shepherds and cowmen, whilst some, who lived in
Granges, were involved in transporting produce from the outlying farms.
Forde Abbey became a prosperous community with about 60 choir
monks at its height and maybe double that number of lay brothers. While some
of the Abbey’s wealth came from donations, most came from endowments of
money and particularly land on the understanding that the monks would pray for
the souls of the donors. By the end of the 13 th century, Forde Abbey owned
some 30,000 acres, including virtually the whole of the area covered by the
present parish of Charmouth. Routes all over this donated land were created and
marked on maps. Bridges were built and rights of way were agreed with other
landowners so that the monks and lay brothers could travel easily to the farms
and land they had acquired.
Much of the Abbey’s income came from the sale of wool. Considerable
sums were given away to the poor, sick and needy in the locality and bread was
distributed daily to all that came begging to the gate. There was also expenditure
in providing hospitality for a constant stream of visitors who were
accommodated in the guesthouse. The hospitality shown by the monks of Forde
Abbey is also evidenced by the building of a hostel at Charmouth now known as
the Abbot’s House, although for a very long period called ‘The Queens Armes’.
This house, constructed probably in the 14th century, made provision for the
travellers on the London – South West road, and also, I suspect, for those going
to and fro between Forde Abbey and the mother Abbey at Waverley. During the
time of the last Abbot, Thomas Chard (1521 to the Dissolution in 1539), there
was much rebuilding and re-facing at Forde Abbey and similar work seem to
have been undertaken to the hostel at Charmouth. The monogram T.C. that
occurs frequently on the south side of Forde Abbey is exactly similar in design
to the T.C. on the former front door of the Charmouth Abbot’s House.
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Under the Suppression Act of 1536, small monasteries such as Cleeve
Abbey near Minehead, with an income of less than £200 per year had to
transfer their property and lands to the Crown. The larger monasteries survived
until the Dissolution in 1539 and Forde Abbey was handed over in March of
that year. The lives of the evicted monks would have varied considerably. A
few joined other monasteries that survived the upheaval, while others were
recruited to Cistercian monasteries abroad, where of course Dissolution did not
apply. Others remained in the Church, like Abbot Chard, who was already the
incumbent of Thorncombe and probably became an active parish priest.
However, most monks moved into secular occupations and many of them
married. The monks were given a pension by the state, on average £5 a year,
which provided a subsistence living, although the value was considerably
reduced by inflation.
Due to the Abbot Chard’s level-headedness, the Dissolution took place
quietly at Forde Abbey and unlike other abbeys, as far as we know, none of its
occupants were persecuted or lost their lives.
After Dissolution, Forde Abbey was leased by the Crown to Richard
Pollard for £49.6.6 a year and stood in progressive decay, owned by absentee
landlords for 110 years. Then in 1649, it was purchased by Sir Richard
Prideaux who was M.P. for Lyme Regis, became Oliver Cromwell’s Attorney
General and made a fortune by establishing a weekly post system. He restored
the Abbey; built on new rooms and made it into the magnificent private
residence and family home it is today. His descendants, the Prideaux family
and the Gwyns, lived there until 1846, when the last of the Gwyns died,
heavily in debt, and when the estate, the house and contents were all sold.
A Bristol merchant, Mr Miles, bought it but did not have the
wherewithal to maintain it properly. However, in 1864, Mrs Bertram Evans, a
wealthy widow whose husband had been M.P. for Leominster and whose
family owned most of Herefordshire, purchased the property. She had the
money to restore and refurnish it to its former standard. Although she had two
sons and two daughters, there was no offspring and in 1906, the property
passed to a cousin, Elizabeth Fitzgerald, who by this time was married to a
Seaton solicitor, Freeman Roper.
So, Forde Abbey prospers today under the Roper family, the gardens
radiant in their glory, the house full of serenity and historical interest and all
appreciated by some 50,000 visitors annually. And I would like to think that
the peace and tranquillity and the spiritual dimension that emanates from it, is
in no small measure due to the prayerful contribution made by those monks,
during the nearly four hundred years in which they devoted their lives to God,
through the order of the Cistercians.
Rev. Canon Claude Rutter
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The Story of the Three Sisters
As Told at the Forge
Part II
The Story of Doris
Alice Julia Doris Childs – always Doris to her friends and family was
born at Waterloo House in Charmouth in 1904. She was the second daughter of
Alf Childs the blacksmith. She was a sturdy, healthy child who thrived in an
atmosphere of horse manure and burning hoof that drifted through the house
from the adjourning workshop. She grew up to the ring of the anvil as heavy
hammer blows shaped a red-hot shoe; it was an atmosphere as near as it gets to
Thomas Hardy in West Dorset. Small wonder that she developed into a girl well
able to hold her own with the boys who gathered around the forge at weekends.
They were there of course, to collect cigarette cards and for the chance to earn a
few coppers as a reward for looking after a horse waiting for a new set of shoes
to be burnt on.
Alf was very proud of his growing family. All the ladies of quality of the
village would remark on the magnificent turnout achieved by Alf’s wife Ruth at
the weekly Sunday school parade. To her sons, John and Harry, the compulsory
walk to church every Sunday and the boredom of seemingly endless services
was a waste of a good day’s freedom. On those days, there was always a
problem with Doris who resisted all attempts to be smartened up. ‘What have I
to be thankful for?’ she mouthed as she presented the best possible angle of her
face to the judgement of the mirror.
Much of one side of her face was disfigured by a large birthmark – a
naevis - the doctor had called it. In those days, medical science was not
sufficiently advanced to remove it safely and although the rest of the family
accepted the large blemish on her cheek, the fact remained that deep in her mind
there was a layer of resentment that could have ruined her life. Happily, as she
matured, the home atmosphere and the loving support of family gave her a
mental toughness that was more than enough to meet and overcome the many
grim challenges that fate had in store for her. However, we must leave Doris as
a schoolgirl at this point and tell of the next events that shaped her life as a
young woman.
In her late teens, Doris helped her mother in the family ironmongers
shop. It was during that time, that she fell for a young man named Frank Clarke.
Frank (some called him Jack) was a motor mechanic who worked in Bridport.
You may recall that her older sister Kate, whose story was told in the previous
Village Echo, had married a policeman named Bill Long. This young man,
astute in furthering his business affairs was seeking a business relationship with
Doris’ father Alf, the nature of which was undisclosed at this time. He was also
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very interested in getting the services of Frank Clark; Frank had little money
and no property but felt he had time on his side. His intractable problem of
persuading Doris’ father Alf, that he would be a good provider for his
daughter. He would, he thought, be much relieved if he could manage a little
extra income.
Bill Long was a lover of the cinema as indeed were most people in
those days, when American gangster movies were developing fast in
popularity. For his off-duty walks through the town and the countryside, he
would cast aside his police uniform, don a large slouch hat pulled on at a
rakish angle, turn up the collar of his trench coat and stride forth in search of
undetected crime. This of course was always difficult in town, but in the
depths of the Dorset countryside – almost impossible. Unless he was lucky
enough to catch a poacher red-handed, he had to face the fact that he was
indeed, much happier arresting drunks after closing time – particularly if they
put up a fight. However, on one of his country walks he found an old drag rake
rusting away in a ditch and this gave him an idea over which he pondered for
quite a few days. If a folding lattice of spikes could be made up similar in
pattern to the rake, with the spikes inverted and honed to fine points this could
be a very useful device for stopping fast moving vehicles hell-bent on breaking
the law of the land. The device, if dragged over the road surface by a small
Doris in centre with trainee Red Cross nurses
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trolley, propelled like a torpedo by compressed air it could at the touch of a
button be made to spring across the road surface with much damage being
inflicted upon a fast moving vehicle unfortunate enough to charge into the
dreaded engine of destruction. Bill Long decided that a meeting of those persons
who he hoped would be interested parties should be held as soon as possible
where he could outline his plans. This was held after work on a Friday night at
the forge. Present were: Bill Foster, Frank Clarke, Bill Long and Alf Childs. Bill
Long opened the meeting with a short and solemn statement:
‘Gentlemen. Thank you for the interest you are showing by coming
along to this meeting. I think I am now well known to you all. First, I must ask
you not to discuss anything you hear or say at these meetings with any other
person until our work has passed all the tests we require to our complete
satisfaction. You have each been selected because you have special skills and
experience. If news should leak out as to what we are really trying to do I can
tell you we would all be the losers and our efforts could come to nothing. Either
way we will be at the cutting edge in the development of new farm machinery
and I am sure our work will be recognised and well worth doing. As a security
cover I shall be setting up a company that specialises in the repair of agricultural
machinery. Possibly one of you, or one of my brothers will be the manager – we
shall see how it turns out.’
Frank Clarke the mechanic shuffled his feet uneasily. ‘You can count
me in, but I ‘ave to tell ee that I baint no good at ‘eavy work. My lungs baint
that strong – eyes be alright though – I can turn a drive shaft to a thousandth of
an inch if I want to’. Bill long continued with lofty patience, ‘Yes, I too have
completed an engineering apprenticeship Frank, but you’ll see what I want you
to do in the packages that Alf will hand round later. Take them home and study
them at your leisure and do remember, not a word to anyone outside these walls.
I suggest we meet again in two weeks' time after you’ve all had a chance to see
what I’m trying to do. I’ll say so long for now as I’m on night duty later’. Thus
spoke Bill Long as he bestrode his mighty police bicycle and wobbled off up the
hill to Lyme Regis and into the gathering twilight. Bill Foster was indignant –
he shouted after Constable Long, ‘Don’t forget your lights. Thee’st s’posed to
set an example for the likes of us to follow’. He turned angrily to the others.
‘What leisure does ‘e think we ‘ave? We can’t all be coppers with rest days and
the like all the time. Oh dear no! It’ll be dawn to dusk every day for us farm
workers’.
As usual with the affairs of mankind, nothing went according to plan. On
his return to Lyme Regis police station Bill Long learned that he was to be
transferred to Swanage. Thus the proposed meeting was delayed for many
months, and that particular story will be told later. In the interval, Frank Clarke
had plucked up courage to ask Alf for Doris’ hand. This led to much furrowing
of Alf’s brow and a stipulation that the marriage between Doris and Frank be
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delayed until accommodation could be found for Alf’s son John Childs, his
wife Olive and their very young family. Around 1931 they moved into a
largish detached house at the end of Higher Sea Lane known as Bay View with
a commanding outlook over Lyme Bay. As well as looking after her young
family Olive ran Bay View as a successful boarding house for many years.
Doris and Frank were duly married and lived happily at Saybrook
Cottage. Doris was aware that Frank had a problem with his lungs and this
soon developed into consumption as it was called in those days. Cures were
possible in a sanatorium, but such treatment was way out of the financial reach
of most working people. Sadly, Frank died after a few years in spite of careful
nursing at home. However, the experience gained by Doris in caring for her
husband made her realise that she had a calling for nursing. War clouds were
now gathering and it was not long before Britain, in defence of Poland,
declared war on Germany in 1939.
Doris lost no time in volunteering for VAD training. Volunteer Aid
Detachments were first set up in 1909 as a branch of the Red Cross, with the
aim of supporting the services in times of stress, civil commotion and war. She
served on the home front, mostly in civil and military hospitals at Exeter and
Bath. Her most stressful time was after the Second Front in France had opened
up and the badly wounded men were flown back to Britain to be patched up if
possible. Massed flights of up thirty aircraft at a time would fill the sky over
Charmouth, each plane packed with twenty of thirty shattered men. When on
leave she talked very little of her experiences and stressed only the bravery of
the men.
When nurses were in short supply she volunteered for the air
ambulance duty and could have been flying over Lyme Bay at any time to land
near Bristol where the wounded would be ferried of to the waiting hospitals.
The aircraft employed in this work were American DC3s twin-engined
transports – the famous Dakotas. Like migrating birds they flew in massed
formations for safety, but were themselves unarmed being protected only by
large red crosses. They were in fact, together with the nurses, a war-winning
weapon. Over ten thousand of these planes were put into service all over the
world. Those romantic elements among you would no doubt hear the splendid
‘Ride of the Valkyries’ music above the roar of the engines. All splendidly
Teutonic and indeed some of the badly wounded were German. But such is my
weakness: digressions are inevitable at times. We can now see that her wartime
experiences added a new dimension to the life of Doris.
After the war she set up a Red Cross unit to train young girls from
Charmouth in the gentle art of nursing. The photo shows her at the centre of a
group of admiring potential nurses. Taken in the yard of Charmouth church, it
is clear that the rapt attention of the group is an indication of the strength of
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Doris’ character. The subject under discussion was probably a forthcoming
church parade. She loved parades and in contrast to her very early years, insisted
on a high standard of turnout for her girls.
Much to everyone’s surprise she found another husband, a geography
teacher from the North Country named Arthur Pulphur who was about to retire.
He spent many of his holidays in Charmouth and loved the Dorset coastline.
When visiting he usually stayed as a paying guest at Maycroft, her house in
Higher Sea Lane. After they were married many happy years were spent
walking the cliffs and beaches of Dorset. Arthur found communication with
Doris’ family difficult as he had a strong Lancashire accent - an accent rarely
heard in the county in those days. Sadly it had to come to an end, as he was by
many years her senior. For the second time in her life she was a widow.
And then again, much to her own and everyone else’s surprise she was
awarded the BEM - the British Empire Medal, for services to the nation. This
decoration was founded by George V in 1917 and was awarded to both sexes. It
was a most prestigious decoration and the family were justly proud of her
achievement.
Doris will still be remembered by the Garden Centre that she and sister
Freda set up at the rear of Wisteria House. The sisters were devoted to each
other, always sharing holidays on the continent. Eventually she moved in with
Freda, who nursed her until she died of a heart attack. She was the only
member of the family to receive a royal decoration and we are all very proud of
her ‘though I feel this is probably not what she would have wanted. In every
way, hers was a life of service.
Peter Childs
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A Symbol of My Youth
In August 2008 I fulfilled a dream of returning to Charmouth. I had
been there only twice, in 1968 and in 1970, but increasingly the memory of
those visits (especially the first one, as will be explained) became a symbol of
the best time of my irretrievably lost youth. More and more as the years
passed, I wanted to return to it and to the particular spots in it that remained
clearly in my mind. I wanted also to listen there to the records from the Top 10
during that week in July 1968, that I had not heard since then, but when
‘listened-to’ in my memory’ brought the place back to me.
We, (my parents, aunt and I) came across Charmouth almost by
accident. Having found Bournemouth, our rather randomly chosen destination,
too crowded, we decided to look elsewhere. By the evening of the first day of
driving we had to find beds for the night, and while moving slowly up the
Street we noticed The Cottage. (Now Albury House). There were suitable
rooms available there, so we stayed. What we expected to be an overnight stop
turned into a week. Mr. and Mrs. Newton were the owners. They had an
assistant. I never forgot her, or her name: Christine Albutt, from March in
Cambridgeshire. She was tall, slim, had dark hair and a charming manner. I
thought she was lovely. We were photographed, standing side by side on the
beach shortly before the homeward journey began. In my opinion we looked
good together (wistful sigh!), and I still enjoy looking at that picture.
I remembered Charmouth as quite busy: plenty of people about in The
Street and especially along Lower Sea Lane and on the beach a continuous
flow eastward and westwards. Forty years later, I was surprised how quiet it
had become. Subsequently I was pleased to read, in Rosemary Earl’s
‘Charmouth in the Sixties’ (The Village Echo No.26) a similar observation:
‘Charmouth in the 1960s was wonderful. The summers were long and full of
holidaymakers…. Now of course, The Street is by-passed and things are
quieter, almost ghostly quiet at times’. Yes, almost ghostly quiet; hardly
anyone outside.
Some of the buildings and shops were recognisable to me. What was
The Cottage is still there but now a private house instead of a guest-house. I
knocked on the front door and told the lady that her residence had a very
special place in my heart. I explained the reasons and showed her some ‘group
photographs’ taken on that spot. Disappointingly but perfectly understandably,
she felt unable to let me in to see again the rooms I remembered. The white
building next door – going uphill – looks unchanged. It must have been
converted into flats as some rooms in it were being advertised for renting.
Having a long-held and probably fanciful daydream of a ‘second home’ in the
area, I enquired; the discovery strengthened my belief that my daydream
probably is fanciful.
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Across the road, Childs’ hardware shop (where my mother bought a bird
house) no longer functions, but the Royal Oak still does. Harry Sergeant ran it
then with his Geordie wife. A few yards on the left, (I stick with Imperial
measurements) after the hill flattens out and becomes the Axminster Road, I
found unchanged the façade of Springfield House. That was where my 1970
holiday was based (The Cottage had no vacancies). Mr. and Mrs. Skinner owned
it then. Mr. Skinner did woodcarving (very skilfully) in a garden shed and I
remember seeing examples and having the opportunity to have a little ‘tap’ on
one of his chisels (no harm done fortunately). The very agreeable present owner,
whom I had been fortunate enough to meet at the Pavey Group’s Open Day,
kindly invited me to call, and I enjoyed being shown some of the rooms last
seen thirty-eight years previously.
Lower Sea Lane seems to have changed a great deal. Some large houses,
including The W hite House, which were set well back and semi-obscured by
trees in their gardens on each side of the road, have now gone. A significant
amount of new building has been done. Some of it seems to have replaced a
large and modern house - the new Tea Gardens -which was on the left just
before the car parks and the beach. Some Russians lived there and my parents
and I were photographed while enjoying teas which were served in the large
grassed garden.
The car park and beaches look unchanged: plenty of cars, but
paradoxically seemingly fewer people. This time the weather was too cool
(perhaps that was the reason for the paradox) for me to lie on the sand while
listening to the radio. So I had imagined doing so, and my memory ‘played’
again two great favourites: ‘I Close my Eyes and Count to Ten’ (Dusty
Springfield) and ‘Last Night in Soho’ (Dave Dee, Dozy, Beaky, Mick and
Titch).

Anthony with Christine Albutt and his mother 1968
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If you have persevered in the reading of my reminiscences and
comparisons, you may be wondering when I shall reach the promised
explanation of why the 1968 holiday is an especially precious memory. Here it
is. It has a ‘narrow’ and a ‘broad’ dimension.
The ‘narrow’ one is that three of the other guests at The Cottage on
what turned out to be our first night there, were an American couple and their
teenage daughter. My mother, whose wholly favourable experiences of
Americans in World War II and previously, were instilled into me and gave
rise to my quasi-patriotic feelings towards the U.S.A., began talking with them
and all were drawn into the conversation. The daughter and I were drawn into
one of our own . These convivial relationships resumed next morning and ‘my
group’ wished them well and said goodbye as they departed for their next stage
of their British tour. They decided first to go for a look at the sea before
leaving Charmouth. ‘My group’ were standing on the pavement opposite
Lower Sea Lane when they returned to The Street. Their daughter must have
thought that we might be, because as her father turned their hired car towards
Morecombelake, she wound down the front passenger window, held out to me
a piece of paper, and said ‘Write, okay?’
After they had gone, I saw that on the paper she had written her name
and address. Delighted, I certainly did write to her. Then she wrote to me, and
so it has continued ever since: a correspondence of over forty years. Contrary
to my hopeful belief, we did not meet again. She has not returned to England
and partly because of fear of flying, I have not fulfilled my decades- old
fantasy of visiting America.
The ‘broad’ dimension is that my discovery of Charmouth was at a time
when, probably typical of someone of such an age, my life was varied,
energetic, fun-filled and purposeful. Many things were new, there were aims to
be achieved, and Charmouth, enhanced by the good weather prevailing at that
time, fitted in so well with the exhilaration and hope which characterised my
youth. I have always been conscious of and truly grateful for blessings
received, but it is a fact that, in some ways that were important to me,
experience fell far short of my hope. Occasionally one hears references to a
tendency to think back nostalgically to a lost ‘golden age’ and that is how I
look back four decades.
Charmouth has become a symbol of my youth, with which memory and
a few records have kept me in touch. In 2008 I had my first opportunity to
return to it physically - the fulfilment of a very long-held dream. Financial
factors seem to eliminate the possibility of owning some sort of residence in
the village, but visits may enable me to re-live the past in more than just my
mind.
Anthony Hofler
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Landslips, Black Ven and the Future
The National Trust acquired the coastal strip known as Black Ven and
the Spittles during the period 1966 – 1968 using funds raised from Project
Neptune. This far-sighted project aimed to acquire and protect sections of the
coast and to conserve our coastal heritage and habitats. Now known as
Enterprise Neptune, the work continues. The Trust now owns and manages
around some 1140km of coastline in England, Wales and N. Ireland but 62% of
the coastal properties are in Wessex and the West Country. It is common
knowledge that the 63 hectares of Black Ven constitute the most extensive
coastal mudslide area in Europe but what is less well known is the fact that the
upper strata making up this landslip complex are very ancient, some 100 million
years in fact and belong to the Cretaceous period, the true age of the big
dinosaurs. Today, there is evidence that the ‘reactivation’ of Black Ven may be
continuing and with the possibility of accelerated climate change, it may be that
the rates of ‘unstitching’ might accelerate also.
We should not forget that coastal change is certainly not a new
phenomenon and the people of Lyme
Regis have been asking for help with
landslip prevention since Tudor times!
So why is the cliff area between
Lyme Regis and Charmouth so
unstable? There have been many
excellent texts explaining the detailed
geology of Black Ven and so it is only
necessary to give a brief outline of the
mechanical forces at work. There are a
number of interactions involved but
essentially it is a combination of
groundwater, the sea and the order in
which the geological strata have been
laid down. For a quick guide to
landslips and why they occur, you may
like a copy of a new explanatory leaflet
(illustrated below) produced by the
West Dorset Office of the National
Trust and available free from any of
the local TIC branches.
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The golden-coloured cherts and sedimentary greensands (sandstone) sit
on top of a thin layer of clay. These upper layers are highly permeable to water
whereas the clay layer is not. Also, the clay acts as a convenient marker
separating the Cretaceous strata from the older Jurassic rocks below. The
Jurassic strata comprise a number of thin Limestone bands interspersed with
soft clays.
As rainwater permeates the Greensand, it reaches the clay - the
impervious Lias bedding - and can go no further, but the water lubricates the
boundary to the point where the stability of the upper layers is compromised
and slumping occurs. This action invariably creates a series of steps. The
vegetated surface remains horizontal but may drop a number of metres in one
event. Under conditions of excessive rain, frictional resistance is further
reduced, thus allowing movement to take place but also, all structural integrity
is lost (the rocks literally become ‘fluid’) and then a full mudflow will occur.
The lower strata (the Jurassic rocks ~ 185 million years old) are
slightly more stable but are still capable of being dislodged by slides that start
above them. There are thin Limestone bands (known as ‘benches’ when
visible) that help to maintain a little stability but the predominant rock type
here is the Black Ven Marl, a lime-rich mud or mudstone and there are even
softer shales beneath this, all of which contribute to the overall instability of
the land. The Limestone, once fractured and fallen to the beach is the source of
some of the best Ammonites to be found anywhere in the world.
The sea also has a major role to play. When these soft muds finally
reach the foreshore they are gradually washed away by the sea. As the toe of
the slope is removed, the angle of the remaining material steepens and this
leads to further instability. The spectre of rising sea levels and a higher
frequency of violent storms would suggest that the rates of toe erosion will
accelerate and this in turn will accelerate the whole ‘unstitching’ process.
The National Trust has, as one of its core coastal philosophies that we
will “work with nature, not against it, wherever and whenever this is
practicable”. This policy had to be put to the test recently when West Dorset
District Council put forward their proposals for the enhanced protection of
Church Cliff and East Cliff, Lyme Regis. These ‘Phase 4’ works will include
an extension and refurbishment of the existing sea wall and the installation of a
major drainage system to help to reduce the volume of water in the cliffs and
hence stabilise them to a degree.
The Trust commissioned a geological report to assess the implications
and impacts such a scheme might have on Trust land. This very comprehensive
report was produced in December 2007 and revealed some fascinating details
concerning the geological mechanisms at work. There are in fact, seven interrelated ‘cliff behaviour units’ or ‘CBUs. These CBUs were once described as
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the segments of a chocolate orange! They are all slipping towards the sea but at
different rates, the slower units (about 27cms/year) are towards Charmouth and
the faster units (up to 1.5m/yr) towards Lyme.
The report also gave estimates of the extent of the cliff top erosion that
may occur over the next 100 years. Some more land currently occupied by the
Lyme Regis Golf Club will inevitably be lost during this time period.
The Phase 4 works are designed to protect vital infrastructure (the main
road, the large car park, the Parish Church and many houses) for at least the next
60 years. The impacts of the proposed works on National Trust land are deemed
to be insignificant and whilst there are still concerns that the unique ecology
must be properly protected, there are no fundamental reasons to object to the
Phase 4 scheme in its overall context. The current management of Black Ven
should therefore be seen as a good example of sensitive coastal management
that is designed to help people but at the same time, to protect nature.
There are other super-imposed strategies being worked out at this time.
Chief amongst these is the UK government requirement for a set of revised
Shoreline Management Plans (SMPs). These must be completed by the spring of
2010. The first set was produced some 10 years ago. The revisions are necessary
now to take account of new data and climate change implications. These plans
The Black Ven from Stonebarrow
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assess each section of coastline (known as ‘management units’) and define the
optimum level of coast defence that each unit should receive. This can range
from ‘No Active intervention’ to ‘Hold the line’. So for example, for Black
Ven the preferred policy option will almost certainly be ‘No Active
Intervention’ whilst for the stretch from East Cliff to the Cobb, it will say
‘Hold the Line’. These national plans will help to advise local planners and
conservationists for many years to come.
There are many other coastal sites managed by the National Trust
around England and Wales that are being assessed in terms of risk and
potential loss due to sea level rise and climate change. There is no appetite to
see beaches and footpaths closed to the public but safety must come first and
so the Trust will continue to closely monitor and care for all its sites in a
responsible way thus exercising a proper duty of care to all. The Trust will
help local people to understand some of the amazing geological processes
taking place right on our doorstep.
If you would like to know more about the coastal management work currently
being undertaken by the Trust in the South West, there is an informative
booklet entitled ‘Shifting Shores’ which can be downloaded from the
following website:
http://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/main/w-coastal-issues.pdf
or you can contact Dorset Coastal Zone Project Manager at the National Trust
Office on 01297 561904.
Tony Flux

Other Bits
Regarding The Village Echo 2009 / 2010
Please let us know if you do not intend renewing your membership
for 2008/09 on October 1st – the date of this year’s AGM. We have in the
past sent The Village Echo to all those on the previous year’s membership
in the expectation of the renewal. There have made errors in this respect.

The Summer
Our Summer opening hours of Monday & Tuesday 9 – 12 and
Thursday evenings 7 – 9pm. We also have scheduled an all day Family Day on
Tuesday 14th July when you are invited to bring the grandchildren (and others
of course) so you can dig into Charmouth village records to find evidence of
your earlier kinfolk. I regret that our resources are primarily those of
Charmouth.
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My Days at School with ‘Nellie’
The Infants Class
The houses in Wesley Close were completed in the latter part of 1952
and early 1953, we were amongst the first families to occupy one of the new
houses - number 22. At the start of the autumn term 1952 it was my turn to join
the other little darlings in the infant’s class. I can remember my mother taking a
firm grip on my hand and setting off for the school. I don’t think I was exactly
kicking and screaming, but to an observer there would have been a definite
display of reluctance.
On arrival at the school I met my first teacher Miss Manual. I
remember her as being quite a short and frail lady who was perhaps in her 50s.
She had white, shoulder-length wispy hair and always seemed to wear a woollen
“tweedy” matching coat and skirt and large black clumpy shoes. She wore
glasses with very thick lenses and heavy black Bakelite frames. She often spoke
to you from behind her hand or would turn her head slightly away. She may
have been cautious about catching or spreading germs, but I always found it
very odd.
Most of the children were from Charmouth, but even in the fifties
country schools were closing, so many of the children were from such places as
Monkton Wylde, Morcombelake, and Stanton St. Gabriel. Some of the children
came from remote farms and we could tell them as they still had a certain
farmyard odour about them.
Two cars would come to the school every day stuffed with children.
The cars were supplied by Gear’s Garage, one being an American Buick
Studebaker a huge estate-type vehicle with a large pointed bonnet and a radiator
grill and with varnished woodwork very similar to the old Morris Minor
Traveller. The other I think was an old London taxi. The drivers were from
Gears Garage staff - Cecil Stork, Wilf Webster, Dick Woolard, and sometimes
even by the boss himself, Billy Gear.
Within a few days I’d settled into the routine of the class and made
many new friends to play with. The infants’ class was not as bad as I first
thought. We had games, PT, and country dancing. Arithmetic began with the
communal chanting of the ‘times tables’ and we could hear the chant being
taken up by other classes throughout the day. We had exercise books and huge
thick pencils with which we would print figures in the printed squares. We also
had spelling games with picture books. Every morning throughout the school all
pupils were given a third of a pint of milk to drink. I came to dislike this
especially if the milk was not cold – and it wasn’t, having been half the morning
outside in the sunshine until someone was ordered to collect and place the
bottles on a large wooden table at the rear door of “Nellie’s” classroom.
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The Middle Class
As far as I can recall, my time in the infants’ class was a happy time
and my memories of Miss Manual were good; I thought she was a very nice
lady and a good teacher for the infants, but things were in for a change as I
moved up to the next class. Mr. Stevens was the teacher of the Middle Class;
he was a tall dark-haired man with the build of a rugby player and probably in
his late 30s. In this class was Mr. Stevens’ son Kenny, and although we did not
realize at the time, he was a very sickly little lad. My first hint of mild terror
came when I noticed that there was always one white plimsoll on Mr. Stevens’
desk. This was to get a lot of action over the year.
The day began with Assembly in Miss Meade’s (Nellie`s) classroom
with a hymn and a prayer. We then filed into our middle classroom, a room
much larger than the Infants with a very high ceiling and with just a partition
wall between the middle classroom and “Nellie’s”. The soundproofing was not
good and we could often hear some poor child being ‘reprimanded’ by Nellie
in full flow. A taste of what was to come for us. Arithmetic was the worst
lesson of the day; after some time copying from the blackboard or from work
books the time came for going up for marking. Mr. Stevens would sit at his
desk facing the class and a queue would form to his left for the ritual marking
of exercise books. It was at this point that the purpose of the plimsoll became
apparent. When it was your turn to have your book marked you would stand
next to him on his left and put your book in front of him. If your arithmetic
was not good you would feel his left hand on the back of your neck and in a
second, you were over his lap with the dreaded plimsoll making contact with
your posterior! This would not happen today!
I remember the visitors who called at the school: There was
Mr.Dacombe, a stout, balding man who called to check all the attendance
registers to see if any of us were playing truant. If he found absences he would
call at your parents’ house to find out why you were not at school. Another
visitor was the dreaded “Nit Nurse”. A stern lady in a white coat who lined us
all up and one by one would search our hair for forms of wildlife. Another
occasion that made everyone particularly nervous was the arrival of the Mobile
Dental Unit. All the children were examined and if any treatment was needed,
permission had to be sought from your parents. I remember on one occasion,
knowing I needed some treatment but fearful of the ordeal, I managed to
persuade my mother not to give permission - I must have put up a good
performance.
Mr. Pavey often called at the school to talk to us about Charmouth. I
liked his stories about Charmouth and enjoyed his visits very much. As with
all visitors, as soon as he came through the door everyone would stand, until
told to sit.
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“Nellie’s” Class
No one was able to prepare us for what was to come. Mr. Stevens’
class was tame in comparison to Miss Meade’s domain.
At my time there, she must have been in her middle 50s. She was
always immaculately presented. Her hair was swept back with two platted
buns on the back of her head. Her facial features were quite sharp with a
slightly pointed nose and a square jaw. Her eyes were wide apart and glaring
and fronted by thick glasses that were constantly being cleaned. The glasses
spent most of the time on the tip of her nose and with her head bent forward,
she glared at you over the top of them. Her footwear was always suede ankle
boots or sandals that exposed perfectly pedicured feet. I do not recall her ever
wearing ordinary shoes.

Charmouth Primary School circa 1956
Back Row L to R - Peter Taylor, Richard Stirk, Colin Larcombe,
Guy Bidmead, Malory Hayter, David Massie.
Middle Row -

Christine Long, Sylvia Rowe, Christine Townsend,
Zena Smith, Carol Gerrard, Roberta Burt,
Susan Lugg, Marion Record.

Front Row -

Eric Garland, Raymond Smith, ?, ?, Mervyn Smith.
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No modern pens were allowed in class, only the old fashion wooden
pens with steel nibs. All our desks had inkwells and certain pupils were
assigned as ink monitors. Pink blotting paper was also supplied in A4 sized
sheets. The ink came to the school in large, gallon sized containers. Needless
to say there was always a mess - spillages and inky finger marks were
everywhere.
Following Morning Assembly, when the other classes had filed out,
the attendance register was called. When your name was called, a ‘Yes Miss’
would get you your tick in the big green book. Then came the business of
purchasing the sixpenny-blue savings stamps that very carefully stuck on to
savings card for redemption at a later date. In the classroom, Nellie’s place was
on a raised platform in front of the window; from here she had a commanding
view of the class and of the playground. From this vantage point she could also
watch the children coming in late or from the taxis. One of the morning tasks
was to fill the coal-scuttle for the coke stove that was surrounded by a mesh
guard, the stove being at the front left of the classroom. This was the winter
heating for us.
It was during my first term in Nellie’s class that little Kenny, Mr.
Stevens’ son died; it was so sad. Mr. Stevens left the area soon after. The new
teacher for the middle class was a Mr. Woods a much younger man and a keen
sportsman who took us for football at the playing field. He also played for
Charmouth in the village side. He was a popular teacher but even he had to
bow to Nellie’s authority.
Whatever opinion I had of Nellie she did make you learn! Her
methods of teaching would never be accepted today. At the time I thought she
taught by means of just sheer terror. She would often make very personal
remarks about a child’s parents - their life style, their appearance, especially if
your mother happened to wear makeup, in fact, if there was any other activity
in a family that she did not agree with. She also gave me the impression that
she hated large families and could be very nasty to such children. Quite often
parents would come in the evening to the front door of her house adjoining the
school, where quite heated discussions could be heard.
The daily lessons were as in any school at that time, with arithmetic,
English, history and group reading. Nellie also held her own singing lessons
with the class gathered around the piano trying to sing. She often got into an
irate state in trying to stress a required note. This she did by driving the piano
key through the keyboard with one finger pointed downwards and shouting
OOOOOOOOH! When it came to shouting she could really let fly. If the
lesson was not going well and you were not able to grasp something, she
would pick on you and start shouting; ‘You Goose’ - among other things.
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During the summer months we were taken to the beach for swimming;
we had to go in the sea whether we wanted to or not, even on stormy days.
Nellie would stand on the shore in her cardigan and suede boots and with her
ever-present whistle. She would give a blast for us all to go into the water.
When she thought we had been in the water for long enough, another blast was
blown to get us out. We changed in the factory, and went back to school before
the cars arrived to take the country children home. The summer seemed longer
then, and we seemed to go swimming almost every day.
Another morning activity at eleven o’clock was a hundred yard dash,
starting from the school up or down Lower Sea Lane. One way was towards the
Street as far as Pear Close (as it is now) and then return. The other was to St.
Andrews Drive and back. There was very little traffic in those days so we would
line up across the road, then with a blast on her whistle, which she always
seemed to have around her neck, we would charge off like racehorses, much to
the amusement of any onlookers.
Nellie was a very keen gardener, and when Frampton’s Field was
ploughed, a strip was made into several little allotments; our class was allotted
sections to cultivate. I remember well because during the ploughing several cow
and pig bones were dug up. We thought much of these as it scared the girls. The
field had been used by Mr. Frampton the local butcher who buried the unwanted
parts of carcasses there. To tend the plots we were put into pairs of one boy and
one girl. My partner was Susan Lugg and we had the lowest strip to look after.
Nellie was a keen believer in manure and compost. When we had had
a good southwesterly gale, any seaweed that had been washed up on the beach
was collected and brought up to school. She would only have to hear the clip
clop of horse’s hooves going down the lane, for a boy was dispatched to see if
any of the horses had deposited anything on the road. If there was a pile to be
had, a bucket was found and two boys were sent to gather the booty and then
sent straight to the allotments. In the autumn after school, two or three of us
boys would be bundled into the back of Nellie’s car, a very regal machine, a
Triumph Mayflower, with dustbins and shovels in the boot, we went to Fernhill
and collected all the fallen leaves for the compost trenches. This all seemed to
work well because we managed to grow quite a lot of produce, and we were
able to sell some for the school.
There were many other aspects of my early schools days that I recall
clearly one being Mrs. Bradford and Mrs. Farrant cooking school dinner,
especially meat and potato pie in the tiny kitchen at the Church hall; in
hindsight it must have been a bit of a challenge providing all those dinners for
us, especially with rationing still going on.
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The Old School
Nearing the end of my time at the school when I had reached the grand
age of eleven, I remember thinking that Nellie was not such a dragon as I at
first thought. Nellie organized some great Christmas parties, concerts for the
parents to suffer our singing, or little plays, and country dancing with Mrs.
Matthews, the local telephone exchange operator. We had trips to Cheddar
Caves and Wells Cathedral and probably many others that I have forgotten.
Eventually, I think Nellie came to trust some of the older boys. I was one of a
trusted group and was allowed to watch the Queen’s Coronation in black and
white on a device called a television in Nellie’s private sitting room, while
keeping company with Nellie’s aged mother.
Looking back now over fifty-five years, Nellie was a dragon compared
to today’s teachers, but she did make us learn and I feel so very grateful to her
for giving me a start in life. She was the teacher at our school for twenty-five
years, so many others also should feel grateful to her for drumming something
into our heads.
Richard Stirk
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THE TURNER BROTHERS

Frank and Henry, carpenter and mate
Repaint the kitchen and fix the odd slate.
Make a new door with wood smelling sweet
On to the shoulders ,and plod down the street.
Put up the beach huts ready for spring
Remove them again when winter sets in.
Next door's window needs a new sash
No job too small to pick up some cash.

No little white van to rush around in
It's carry the ladder and paint in the tin.
At the end of the week it's down to the pub
To sort out the cash for the next Christmas Club.
Tho' hard working men with bright cheery face
Born in the village and part of the place
And when I pass by where the old workshop stood
I still catch the ghost of that sweet smelling wood.

Rita Whatmore
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Our Sponsors
This list is of those people and organisations who have given most
generously in support of the Village Echo and the Pavey Group.

Mrs Joan Pavey
Vi Hares
Jo Musk
Bill Gordge
Ed Bowditch
Richard Stirk
Dave Burgess
Rosemary Earl
Charmouth Fayre
Michael Priestley
Pat & John Stamp
Gill & Roger Joye
Elaine & Rob Love
Peter & Maggie Press
Geoff & Pat Restorick
David & Julie Renfrew
Charmouth Companions
Mallory & Pauline Hayter
Ray & Rosalind, Stow House
Malcolm & Heather Bowditch
James & Valerie Hatcher, Ida`s
Ian & Alison Shilston, Morgans
John & Joanne Brown, Street Studio
Karen & Brian Prevett, The Royal Oak
Rosemary & Francis Lock, Pharmacist
Dean & Marie Herbert, The George Inn
Peter Noel, Marshall Noel Accountants
Phil & Carol Tritton, Charmouth Stores
Nick & Sheila Gilbey The Abbots House
Sue & Martin Harvey, Fish Bar & Seashells
Theresa Noel, Fortnam: Smith and Banwell
Caroline & John Davis, The Hensleigh Hotel
Ian and Liz Simpson, The White House Hotel
Cathy Marchbank, Charmouth Property Management
Mike Smith, Frampton, Smith & Partners, Accountants
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To Advertise in this space
Please contact Peter Press
01297 560647

Devonedge Hairdressing
Ladies & Gentlemen's Hairdressing
The Street, Charmouth.
CALL IN TO OUR SALON OR
PHONE US ON 01297 560572

Hensleigh Hotel
Licensed Restaurant
Lower Sea Lane, Charmouth
Morning Coffees, Cream Teas,
Light Lunches, A La Cart Restaurant

We aim to always use Fresh Local Produce

We look forward to welcoming you soon!

We're always happy to cater for your Special Occasion Meals or Buffets
Reservations please call John or Caroline on 01297 560830

MORGANS OF CHARMOUTH

3-4 The Arcade , Charmouth, Dorset, DT6 6PU

YOUR VILLAGE STORE
WITH A DIFFERENCE
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CHARMOUTH FISH BAR
TAKE AWAY &
RESTAURANT

THE OLD FORGE FOSSIL SHOP
15, Broad St., Lyme Regis, Dorset, DT7 3QE
www.fossilshop.net
FOSSILS, MINERALS,
JEWELLERY AND GIFTS

NOW OPEN ALL YEAR ROUND
FOR DETAILS OF OPENING TIMES

Tel: 01297 445977
Fax: 01297 445852

Telephone : 01297 560220

IDA`S VILLAGE STORE

The George Inn

James & Valerie Hatcher
Friendly Welcome and
Value for Money
7.30am – 7pm Mon to Sat
8am – 5 pm Sundays

10th Century Coach House
Bar Snacks - Full Restaurant
Real Ales
Large Garden & play Area

Tel: 01297 560252

Dean & Marie Herbert

FRANCIS LOCK

MIKE BOWDITCH

PHARMACIST

Builder and General
Maintenance Work

Tel :- 01297 560261

Tel : 01297 560129

C. & D.E.
PATTIMORE

CLIST FINANCIAL

The Street, Charmouth, Dorset.

Independent Financial Advisers

M.R. PHARMS.S

CHARMOUTH
Developing & Printing
Kodak Films
Toiletries & Cosmetics

MANAGEMENT LTD.

EAST WING, THE STREET,
CHARMOUTH,
DORSET, DT6 6RE

Family Butcher

Tel No :- 01297 561666

Tel:- 01297 561006

D.COZENS

CHARMOUTH STORES
Your

Removals

NISA

Delivery of any item or Part load

34, Bridge Rd , Charmouth.

CONVENIENCE STORE

Tel:- 01297 560773

Tel:- 01297 560304

Phil & Carol Tritton
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Charmouth Community Hall
Is available for hire for receptions and functions of all sorts
Sports
Badminton Court, Soft Tennis
Games
Bingo is held on the 3rd Friday in every month. Eyes down at 7.30pm
Drama
Pantomime, Short Plays, Musicals, Come along and join us.

Phone Leslie Bowditch on 01297 560572 or 560962

Art
Studio

The Royal Oak
The Street, Charmouth.
Palmers Real ales
Karen and Brian Prevett
01297 560277

Charmouth Art
01297 560044

The Village Echo
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The Pavey Group
The Elms, The Street, Charmouth, Bridport, Dorset, DT6 6LE
Our E-mail address can be obtained via our web site
thepaveygroup.tripod.com
(please note no WWW.)

Tel:- 01297 561270
Editor - Peter M. Press
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Pat Stapleton, Michael Priestley
Design & Print by Jeff Prosser, Richard Stirk
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